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Introduction

Radiodiagnostic in the view of medical terminology is a part of diagnostic radiology
which can be used on diagnostic purposes. In the past 100 years, diagnostic radiology,
radiotherapy and nuclear medicine have evolved from the original crude practices to advanced
techniques that form an essential tool for all branches and specialities of medicine.

Methodology

In this study we have realized research of adjusting exposure parameters on a group of
patients which have been examinated in two radiodiagnostic skiagraphic departments. These
departments used two different skiagraphic systems: RDG department in Valašské Mezirici
has the system DuoDiagnost with surface dose indicator (DAP) and the system Bucky
Diagnost OPTIMUS without DAP indicator. RDG department of regional hospital in Žilina,
where we have used skiascopic-skiagraphic system SWISSRAY without DAP indicator. For
this study we have selected only more frequent radiographic examintations from the total
patient group, it means: chest radiography only in PA projection, lumbal spine in AP and
LAT projections, pelvis in AP projection, abdomen in AP projection and hip joint in AP
projection. The obtained results of our experiments allowed us to compare readings of
exposures with manually adjusting X-ray beam to the necessary image receptor size with
readings received without primary beam limitation.

Results

The measurements performed during the skiagraphic examinations of chest in PA
projection have shown that the entrance surface dose (ESD) could be reduced by 10,5 %, only
through holding the necessary primary beam size according to the defined area of the image
receptor. Similar results were observed during the lumbal spine examinations in AP
projection, where the strict holding of the precise X-ray beam size, brought 11,5% reduction
of the ESD, in lateral projection is the dose saving equal 6,9%. The same experimental work
during the examination of pelvis in AP projection represented a decrease of 23,1 % in the
patient doses.The doses during the hip joint diagnostic examinations were 18,1% lower as in
the case when the size of the primary X-ray beam exceeds the prescribed area of image
receptor.

Our study pointed out that in average a 13,9 % reduction of patient doses can be
achieved by the fulfilling of the only one selected parameter of the common chosen
diagnostic procedures, which is the correct adjusting of the X-ray beam size, in correlation
with the prescribed image receptor area.
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Conclusion

The analysis of the obtained results has confirmed our basic hypothesis that the manually
adjusting of the X-ray beam size to the necessary correct size contribute significantly to the
better information of the image quality and to the reduction of the entrance surface dose
(ESD) of patients.
From the stand-point of diagnostic it is not only any X-ray beam beyond the film edge
useless, but this beam excesses secondary scatter radiation generated in the subject (patient)
and degrades diagnostic information founded by radiologist.
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